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Students started going to DEN this week. Our new interventionists spent time

learning the LLI program by watching the veteran DEN instructional aides.  Coach

B and Mr. Belman started Intramural sports. Students started practicing baseball

after school!  At our staff meeting on Wednesday we discussed the value and

importance of the Individual Student Literacy Language Plan (ISLLP). Teacher's

are looking at their F&P data to determine what their students academic needs

are, how parents can support them at home, and what interventions students

need to reach the grade level F&P goals. The focus is definitely on literacy at Palm!  

A big thank you to every single staff member on our campus that has 

made this week go smooth!

Lots of exciting things are off and running this week at PALM!

The most exciting news this week is that we earned PBIS

Platinum recognition again for 2022! The PBIS team will be

presenting our PBIS work in October at the coalition in

Sacramento! The PBIS team worked hard to complete the

application last spring. This was made possible by all of the

staff's effort in implementing PBIS across our campus!!
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This week the SEL team launched
our digital Second Step Lessons! We
kicked off Second Step with our
Problem Solving Unit.  Mrs. Veracruz
and Ms. Palacios have been going
into our 5th grade classrooms to
provide our Pre-assessments. We
will also be going into to classroom
to co-teach the SEL lessons !

Panther P.R.I.d.e
Our Kindness Squad helped launch our

attendance race poster! Each grade level will
be on a race to see who can have the best

attendance! Attendance is important to our
students' education. Our goal for our students

is for them to be present 97% of the school
year.  Last year we saw how attendance was a

large contributor to our students' learning
loss and how it was difficult for them to catch
up with when they were absent due to covid.

Second Step

Class Dojo
CLASS DOJO IS BACK IN ACTION!

This week our class with the 
highest class dojo points was 

Mrs. Milligan's class! GREAT 
WAY TO KICK OFF THE YEAR!

Let's get our dojo points going! 
This school year we are going to be 
choosing a student with the highest
points per grade level, to have pizza 

with a friend as a rewards!



Getting students to think about their future
in elementary is the root of their College
and Career readiness! Take a moment to
ask your students what they want to be

when they grow up!  

SELSEL
CORNERCORNER

Shout out to 
SF State for our

cool swag! 
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Mrs. Magana incorporated
language into her science

lesson on properties of
objects. Students were

making connections. Math
made its way in as well as she
used shapes as an adjective!

Christy

It was great to see such engaging
hands on activities happening in Ms.

Franks' TK class tied to literature!
Students used colored whip cream to

mix colors, just like the mouse changed
colors in the book! At the end kids got

to eat their whip cream! What a way to
create a memory and make a

connection!

In first grade ELD is off and
running. Students were

sharing with partners and
writing their opinion.
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Don't forget your popsicle
sticks! This is one of the

easiest ways to check for
understanding and up
engagement in your

classroom!
 

Did you know CLASSDOJO
has a random selector too?

It can be found at the
bottom of your screen!

Christy
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Ana

 

4th grade ELD deployment is off to a great start! Teachers are using Science

content to deliver the G.I.F.T. It was evident what level each teacher had

based on the scaffolds implemented in the lesson. The level of instruction

demonstrated purposeful differentiated planning on the teams part. Way to Go

4th Grade!!! 

Mr. McNealley used G.L.A.D.
strategies to get our 1s & 2s

writing about Science.

Mr. Belman is making the best
use of all the technology in his
class. Students have plenty of

access to his resources this
way.



Exciting times are happening here 
at Palm School. Our drop-off 
and pick-up locations are getting 
closer to its completion date 
and our classrooms look 
amazing!  Thank you everyone for 
being patient with so much 
construction.  But when it is 
done it will be so worth it.   

What's NewWhat's NewWhat's New

at Palm School!at Palm School!at Palm School!



Literacy isLiteracy is
KingKing

The DEN is up and running! The
instructional aids have been working

extremely hard to get all the groups ready
for our DEN kiddos. Thank you teachers for

being patient with us while we get all the
groups going. 

For R.R.S Ms. Vaca and I have been working
with our after-school students supporting

them with their reading. It has been a joy to
see them so excited to  read.Gabby



PETE THE CAT DAYPETE THE CAT DAYPETE THE CAT DAY      
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SHOUTSHOUTSHOUT
OUTSOUTSOUTS

Shout out to Mrs. Knudsen for collaborating and connecting with fellow staff.
You are awesome!!

Shout out to Kimberly- for scheduling and facilitating SSTs so well! 

Shout out to Luz- for always being so hands on and helpful to students and
staff!

Shout out to Derek- for supporting your students and being so fun to work
with.

Thank you to Mrs. Sanchez for filling out the third-grade activities paperwork.

Thank You Mrs. McLaughlin for getting the 3rd grade's fundraiser started
and going.

Shout Out to Mrs. Castillo...who is BUSY BUSY...and took the time to help me
in an emergency! Thank you for showing compassion and empathy during a
hard time! It is so appreciated!

Shout out to admin and front desk, you ladies are AWESOME!

Shout out to Gina for helping me with all the parent phone calls!

Shout out to the TK and K teachers doing a great job with the new students.

Shout out to Mrs. Duvall for helping organize the F & P guided reading books
in room 21.

Thank you SEL Team and Admin for all your hard work this week.  You all are
everywhere!



UPCOMING

SEPTEMBER 
5-9

Monday     
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

 Labor Day/ No School
Leadership Meeting/PBIS Tier 2 meeting

All Staff PLC/Breakfast
Board Meeting/College Thursday

Palm Spirit Day



UPCOMING


